INTRODUCTION
Tomato has been used extensively for genetics studies because of several region such as, its diploid genome, short generation time, availability of homozygous inbreed lines, efficient transformation technology. An Sequence comparisons lies at the heart of the bioinformatics, which describe the way of arrangement DNA and RNA to identify the regions of similarity among them. Several biological organizations have implemented bioinformatics tools on the website. NCBI computational biology branch focus on theoretical analytical and applied computational approaches to a broad range of fundamental problem in molecular biology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is a multidisciplinary research group that serves as resources for molecular biology information developing new method to deal with the volume and complexity of data searching and methods that can analyze the structure and function of macromolecules creating computerized systems for storing and analyzing data. A FASTA sequence alignment software package used to functional and evolutionary relationship between sequences. The primary database retrieval system at NCBI, which links together several database including gene bank. FASTA is available as a part of a package of program that construct local and global sequence alignment. For a more complete description of FASTA and related programs for identifying relatedDNA/RNAsequence, for evaluating the statistical significance of sequence similarities.
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